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What if You Discovered Facebook Advertising was The Piece youd Been Missing All Along? What if you

could easily find out for yourself, all in the time it takes to drink your next hot cup of coffee * 9 questions

you need to answer - before you decide to create (or not create) your Facebook ad * Why long-tailed

keywords will - and won't - help you make the most of Facebook * The simple keyword precaution you

have to take, when planning ads for Facebook users * The simple thought to keep in mind, to make sure

Facebook is a match for your business * The single most common habit of Facebook users repeat that

you should use to your and their best advantage * The single most important difference between

Facebook users and Google searchers that you really do need to know And what if it also clued you in

about: * The fine points that Facebook's easy ad creation system doesn't tell you * Giving your Facebook

fans a choice one that will help them eagerly want to pay * 3 vital keys to keep in mind, when you're

creating your Facebook ads * 5 steps for going viral and 12 steps for maximizing your success - a case

study that will teach you principles you can apply as a model (thought its specific techniques we study!) *

7 tips for making the most of your Facebook Fan Page and why you should have one * Selective

omission - and how it worked for this one wildly popular gaming company (while fitting with Facebook's

rules) * The down side of Facebook Ads - 9 Facebook Ad mistakes and vital facts you need to know
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